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Foreword 
Although the construction industry ranks as one of the largest in 
volume of business in the United States—construction contract awards 
totaled $32.2 billion in 1957—one finds few authoritative treatises on 
the application of generally accepted accounting principles to the con-
struction industry. There are many articles and books by individual 
contractors and accountants which discuss record-keeping accounting 
systems and procedures (as opposed to principles) for contractors, and 
groups such as the American Society of Civil Engineers, for example, 
have published excellent manuals. The application of accounting prin-
ciples in financial reporting, however, is obviously more significant than 
the mechanics of recording. Accordingly, it is the purpose of this booklet 
to interpret and summarize the application of generally accepted ac-
counting principles as they particularly relate to the commercial business 
of contracting. 
The committee wishes to acknowledge and express its appreciation 
for the assistance of William A. Blackmon, Jr., research consultant, in 
the research and preparation of this booklet. 
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Introduction 
Committee on Accounting Procedure 
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has for many 
years made a concerted effort to narrow areas of difference in account-
ing practices. Beginning in 1939, the Institute's committee on account-
ing procedure has published many accounting research bulletins in order 
to attain this objective and to eliminate inconsistency in accounting 
practices. 
Several of the bulletins of the committee on accounting procedure 
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, such as 
Bulletin No. 45, "Long-term Construction-type Contracts," deal, almost 
solely, with contractors and the contracting business. One must look to 
other bulletins, however, for the Institute committee's opinions relative 
to the preferred and generally accepted accounting principles as they 
apply to accounting transactions peculiar to the contracting business. 
This booklet represents an interpretation and commentary on the 
profession's position, and it seems appropriate, at the outset, therefore, 
to excerpt and quote several matters relating to this Institute committee's 
functions and publications. 
. . . the authority of opinions reached by the committee rests upon 
their general acceptability. The committee recognizes that in extraordi-
nary cases fair presentation and justice to all parties at interest may 
receive exceptional treatment. But the burden of justifying departure 
from accepted procedures . . . must be assumed by those who adopt 
another treatment. The committee contemplates that its opinions will 
have application only to items material and significant in the relative 
circumstances. (Emphasis supplied.) 
The members of the Institute, which include most practicing certified 
public accountants in the United States, do generally accept the opinions 
of the committee. 
The committee on accounting procedure also has stated: 
Underlying all committee opinions is the fact that the accounts of a 
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company are primarily the responsibility of management. The respon-
sibility of the auditor is to express his opinion concerning the financial 
statements and to state clearly such explanations, amplifications, dis-
agreement, or disapproval as he deems appropriate. While opinions of 
the committee are addressed particularly to certified public accountants 
whose problem it is to decide what they may properly report, the 
committee recommends similar application of the procedures . . . by 
those who prepare the accounts and financial statements. (Emphasis 
supplied.) 
In fulfilling his responsibilities as the auditor, the certified public ac-
countant may not permit his name to be associated with statements 
purporting to show financial position or results of operations unless he 
shall: (1) express an unqualified opinion, or (2) express a qualified 
opinion, or (3) disclaim an opinion on the statements taken as a whole 
and indicate clearly his reasons therefor, or (4) when unaudited 
financial statements are presented on his stationery without his com-
ments, disclose prominently on each page of the financial statements 
that they were not audited. 
Basis for Recording Income 
The principal problems and questions relating to accounting for con-
struction contractors revolve around the recording of income on con-
tracts. Such contracts may be of short or long duration and are basi-
cally of two types: fixed price and cost-plus. 
The basis for recording income on contracts of short duration poses 
few problems. In the case of such contracts, profits are ordinarily 
recognized when the facilities are substantially completed and accepted. 
This accounting procedure has stood the test of time and should not 
be departed from except for cogent reasons. 
The basis for recording income on construction-type contracts of 
long duration or term does pose special accounting problems because 
the work often extends over several accounting periods. The work is 
commonly financed to a considerable extent with advances from the 
contractor's client, and billings sometimes run ahead of the actual 
incurrence of costs by the contractor. The work of the contractor is 
usually performed "on the job" and the contractor has rights of lien 
rather than legal title. Thus the contractor's accumulated and incurred 
costs are more in the nature of receivables from his client than in-
ventories. 
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Fixed-Price Contracts 
The following are comments and interpretations of the Institute 
committee's accounting recommendations relative to long-term con-
tracts wherein a contractor agrees to a fixed contract price which may 
result in either a gain or a loss on the completion of the contract. They 
apply to such long-term projects as the construction of a bridge, a large 
ship, a section of highway, an office building or apartment house, a 
dam or canal, a manufacturing plant, a sewer system, a subway, a large 
complex piece of equipment such as an electric generator, etc. 
Selection of an Accounting Method 
Two generally accepted methods of accounting are suggested by the 
Institute committee for long-term fixed-price contracts: 
1. The percentage-of-completion method—"preferable when estimates 
of costs to complete and extent of progress toward completion of 
long-term contracts are reasonably dependable" 
2. The completed-contract method—"preferable when lack of de-
pendable estimates or inherent hazards cause forecasts to be doubt-
ful." (Emphasis supplied.) 
The word "preferable" was used deliberately in the above recommenda-
tions to indicate that, while there is a presumption in favor of the "per-
centage-of-completion" method where reasonably dependable estimates 
can be made, there is similarly a presumption in favor of the "completed-
contract" method when dependable estimates are lacking or inherent 
hazards cause forecasts and estimates to be doubtful. 
It would be of course preferable in some circumstances to use one 
method for certain contracts and another for other contracts. It might 
appear that a contractor who employs such a combination of accounting 
methods is being inconsistent. This, however, is not the case. Consis-
tency in application lies in according the same accounting treatment to 
the same set of conditions from one accounting period to another. The 
selection of a method should therefor be governed by a set of ground 
rules, consistently followed. For example, a shipbuilding concern might 
consistently use the "percentage-of-completion" method in accounting 
for the construction of new vessels which normally require approxi-
mately two years to build, whereas it would employ the "completed-
contract" method for survey and other repair work which usually only 
requires a few days or months to complete. 
It will be observed that the above quotation refers only to "estimates 
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of costs." It is sometimes suggested that billings constitute a possible 
basis for the recognition of realized income on partially completed 
contracts. Such billings may, however, have no real relationship to per-
formance under a contract. In some instances, knowingly or unknow-
ingly, the contractor's client permits the earlier billings to be made in 
amounts which are excessive when compared with the work actually 
performed. This is a means of providing working capital for the con-
tractor and the arrangement is referred to as an "unbalanced bid or 
contract." In other instances, to protect the owner, the "on account" 
billings may be purposely kept below the costs incurred, and thus 
below the amount due for the work performed. It is more common, 
however, to protect the owner by "retainage," which is usually 10 per 
cent of each billing, payable on completion of the contract. It will be 
observed from the above comments that generally billings are not a 
suitable basis for income or profit allocation. By using costs of com-
parable work previously performed a contractor may be able to arrange 
billings under a new contract in such a manner that an appropriate 
income allocation will result. This situation is obviously not one of 
mere chance, but in itself does not repudiate the fact that billings may 
have no real relationship to performance, whereas costs ordinarily do. 
It is sometimes suggested, say in relation to a particular long-term 
contract or to a contractor having numerous long-term contracts, that 
the selection of the accounting method will give a totally different pic-
ture of the financial position and results of operations. However, a 
close reading of the bulletin comments on the selection of an accounting 
method indicates that the two methods are mutually exclusive for one 
specific contract. It is only with the benefit of hindsight that one can 
say following completion of a five-year contract, "had it been recorded 
on the 'percentage-of-completion' method instead of the 'completed-
contract' method the profit at the end of the first year would have been 
$10,000 instead of zero." 
Percentage-of-Completion Method 
The generally preferred method for recording income on long-term 
contracts is the "percentage-of-completion" method, which recognizes 
income on work as a contract progresses. This method has the advan-
tage of periodically recognizing income on a current basis rather than 
irregularly as contracts are completed. It also reflects the status of in-
completed contracts. The major disadvantages of this method is its 
necessary dependence on estimates of ultimate costs which are subject 
to uncertainties. 
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The Institute's committee on accounting procedure recommends that 
income to be recognized in a contractor's accounts be either: 
(a) that percentage of estimated total income that incurred costs 
to date bear to estimated total costs after giving effect to estimates 
of costs to complete based upon most recent information, or 
(b) that percentage of estimated total income that may be indicated 
by such other measure of progress toward completion as may be 
appropriate having due regard to work performed. (Emphasis 
supplied.) 
In applying the first of the above methods the bulletin recognizes that, 
since work performed is the primary basis for income allocation, certain 
costs may be disregarded as a measure of performance in the early 
stages of a contract for the purposes of determining income allocation. 
The bulletin qualifies the statement relative to "incurred costs to date" 
by saying as follows: 
Costs as here used might exclude, especially during the early stages of a 
contract, all or a portion of the cost of such items as materials and 
subcontracts if it appears that such an exclusion would result in a more 
meaningful periodic allocation of income. (Emphasis supplied.) 
The above qualification takes into account situations in which substantial 
quantities of materials may have been accumulated on a job site but 
not used, or situations in which engineering or architectural fees have 
been incurred, which may, for example, represent 15 per cent of total 
estimated costs when, in terms of work performance the contract was 
only 5 per cent completed. In these circumstances income recognized 
as allocable to the period should be related fully to only 5 per cent of 
the total, and not to the extent of 15 per cent. 
Under the second alternative above, "such other measure of progress" 
is intended to recognize the possibility of using other factors as measures 
of percentage-of-completion where they, more appropriately than costs 
incurred to date, measure work performed. Such measures may be, for 
example, cubic yards of excavation for foundation contractors; or cubic 
yards of cement or asphalt laid for highway contractors; or engineering 
or architectural estimates of percentage of completion. Where a more 
meaningful allocation of income would result, it is, of course, permis-
sible and even more appropriate for one contractor to use different 
methods of estimating work performed on several different types of 
contracts. 
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Completed-Contract Method 
The second of the two generally accepted methods, the "completed-
contract" method, recognizes income only when a contract is completed, 
or substantially so. During the period of construction, billings and costs 
are accumulated, but no profits or income are recorded before the 
substantial completion of the work. A contract may be regarded as sub-
stantially completed if remaining costs are not significant in amount. 
This method's principal advantage is that it is based on results as 
finally determined, rather than on estimates for unperformed work 
which may involve unforseen costs and possible losses. Its disadvantage, 
of course, is that it does not reflect current performance when the period 
of a contract extends through more than one accounting period. Under 
the latter circumstances, the method may result in an irregular recogni-
tion of income, and in some situations (for example, single proprietor-
ships or partnerships) it may, through an irregular recognition of 
taxable income, subject the individuals concerned to greater income 
tax liabilities. 
It is to be observed that Bulletin No. 45, in referring to the "completed-
contract" method, states income is to be recognized when a "contract 
is completed, or substantially so." The latter words, defined and explained 
above ("A contract . . . is substantially completed if remaining costs 
are not significant in amount") had twofold significance to the Institute 
committee. First, seriously misleading results could occur as for example 
if a contractor was not permitted to recognize income under this method 
at (say) his December year-end and was forced to defer the recording 
until January, or, worse still, until months later when the project was 
declared legally completed in accordance with local ordinances and 
codes. Secondly, the committee properly desired to discourage a de-
liberate postponement of the recording of income on a contract by 
deferring the performance of some minor part of the work. 
It is common practice not to accumulate as contract costs general 
and administrative expenses and similar general expenditures sometimes 
described as overhead or indirect expenses. Such expenses are usually 
treated as "period costs" (i.e., current expenses). Under the "percentage-
of-completion" method, such difficulty is rarely encountered because 
there is periodic recognition of income from which such items can be 
deducted. However, this may not be the case when the "completed-
contract" method is employed. The Institute committee therefore stated: 
When the completed-contract method is used, it may be appropriate to 
allocate general and administrative expenses to contract costs rather 
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than periodic income. This may result in a better matching of costs 
and revenues than would result from treating such expenses as period 
costs, particularly in years when no contracts were completed. 
The words "may be appropriate" are used deliberately since a con-
tractor who employs the "completed-contract" method may be engaged 
in numerous projects and it may be preferable for him to charge those 
expenses to periodic income as they are incurred as no material distor-
tion of net income would occur. However, if there is only one contract 
(or just a few contracts), and no income (or an abnormally small 
amount of income) is recordable on the completion of contracts in a 
specific period, seriously misleading results might be shown if general 
and administrative expenses were expensed as incurred in each account-
ing period. The election by the contractor to allocate general and ad-
ministrative expenses to contract costs, like the selection of one of the 
two methods of accounting for contracts, should be governed by a set 
of ground rules, consistently followed. 
The bulletin cautions its interpreter as follows: 
In any case there should be no excessive deferring of overhead costs, 
such as might occur if total overhead were assigned to abnormally few 
or abnormally small contracts in process. 
Here the committee apparently had in mind that, when construction 
volume was at a low point, only a reasonably allocable or normal 
amount of overhead costs should be assigned to contracts in process. 
The remaining general and administrative or overhead costs should then 
be shown as period expenses even though net losses were thereby 
produced. 
Provisions for Foreseeable Losses and Renegotiation Refunds 
In accordance with the long-established accounting practice of an-
ticipating losses (but not gains), Bulletin No. 45 recommends that 
when current estimates of total contract costs indicate a loss, provision 
should be made for the entire loss on the contract. This recommenda-
tion applies to both the "percentage-of-completion" method and the 
"completed-contract" method, even though the latter does not permit 
the recording of income prior to completion. However, as to both meth-
ods, the bulletin also states: 
If there is a close relationship between profitable and nonprofitable 
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contracts, such as in the case of contracts which are parts of the same 
project, the group may be treated as a unit in determining the necessity 
for a provision for losses. 
This qualification is added so that when several contracts are parts of 
the same over-all project, they will be treated as a unit in estimating 
profits or losses. If this were not done, revenues and costs relating to the 
same project might be recorded in different accounting periods. 
Ordinarily, a provision for loss on a contract should not be necessary 
unless the total estimated direct contract costs are expected to exceed 
the total contract price and then only to the extent such costs exceed 
the contract price unless general and administrative expenses, or a 
portion thereof, have been allocated to the contract costs under the 
"completed-contract" method. In the latter case in determining the need 
for a provision for loss, the total general and administrative expenses 
that it is estimated will be incurred and allocated by the time of com-
pletion of the contract should be considered together with the estimated 
direct contract costs. 
In computing the need for provisions for losses on contracts, penalty 
liabilities for indicated late completion should be included in total 
estimated costs. When the contractor is working on a "cost-plus" basis, 
unreimbursable costs—be they unauthorized in themselves or amounts 
in excess of those authorized or in excess of "guaranteed maximum 
costs"—should be considered in determining whether the contract is a 
profitable or unprofitable one. Under some circumstances consideration 
will need to be given to such other factors as escalation, change order 
extras, price redetermination, etc. On the other hand, incentive bonus 
provisions for early completion or for low costs should also be taken 
into account in determining the gain or loss status under contracts. 
With the accrual basis of accounting, recognition is given to revenues, 
costs, and expenses, to the fullest extent possible in the periods to which 
they relate. As previously indicated, it is also, with the "percentage-of-
completion method," a generally accepted accounting procedure to 
accrue revenues under certain types of contracts on the basis of partial 
performance if the circumstances are such that total costs and profits 
can be estimated with reasonable accuracy and ultimate realization is 
reasonably assured. With these principles and procedures in mind, the 
question is sometimes raised: Why not recognize the loss oyer the 
period of the contract? Assuming the exception commented on later 
under this section is not applicable, it must be said that the accounting 
dogma of anticipating losses when they are reasonably determinable 
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becomes dominant over the two aforementioned principles. In brief, 
the entire loss accrues at the time when the current estimates of total 
contract costs indicate a loss because such estimates indicate that the 
loss will not be recoverable from future revenues on a contract or group 
of contracts relating to the same project. Such being the case, there is 
no merit in postponing the recording of portions of a loss to the future. 
The Institute committee has taken a parallel position on the recognition 
of losses in bulletins dealing with such matters as inventory losses, 
losses on purchase and sale commitments, and unrealized losses on 
foreign exchange. 
Under some circumstances, government contracts and subcontracts 
are subject to renegotiation—that is, an adjustment of the original con-
tract price with a refund payable to the government. Provisions for 
renegotiation refunds are similar to other provisions for foreseeable 
losses on contracts to the extent that when such probably refunds 
can be reasonably estimated, liability therefor should be recognized in 
the financial statements. The amount of refund recognized by the pro-
visions should not, however, exceed that applicable to billings recognized 
as income to that date. Provision for such refunds should be included 
in the statement of financial position among current assets or liabilities 
in accordance with the principles outlined in the section "Working 
Capital." When such refunds cannot be estimated, it should be dis-
closed that the contractor is unable to determine renegotiation effects, 
and that there are consequent uncertainties in the financial statements. 
Renegotiation provisions differ from other loss provisions in that they 
do not normally produce a contract loss but a reduction in previously 
anticipated profits. Renegotiation refunds involve only a refund of "ex-
cessive profits." The accounting treatment of such refunds in the income 
statement also differs from other loss provisions which are shown as 
contract costs. Provisions for renegotiation should preferably be treated 
in the income statement as a deduction from contract revenues. 
This query has been made: If the "completed-contract" method 
(rather than the "percentage-of-completion" method) is selected as a 
result of a lack of dependable estimates of costs, are not the estimates 
equally unreliable for purposes of estimating an allowance for loss on a 
contract? The provision for a loss should represent, under either 
method, the best judgment that can be made in the circumstances. If 
"inherent hazards" are not present, it must be presumed that the 
"completed-contract" method is selected because there is no dependable 
estimate of costs. However, the selection and application of this method 
in accounting for the normal business operations of a contractor does 
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not of itself preclude the fact that a loss will become clearly apparent 
at some stage of completion. The bulletin therefore uses the words 
"expected" loss to indicate that the actual realization of the loss should 
be reasonably certain. To "expect" or to be reasonably certain that a 
loss will occur, a contractor must be presumed also to be in a position 
to approximate reasonably the amount of such a loss. The "long-
established accounting practice of anticipating losses" referred to above, 
does not recommend arbitrary provisions for losses, but presumes the 
exercise of care and good judgment. 
When provisions for estimated losses on uncompleted contracts are 
made on the books and in the financial statements, and such provisions 
are not currently deductible for income tax purposes, it would be proper 
to make such provisions "net of taxes." That is to recognize (at the 
estimated effective tax rate) the future tax reduction at the time or 
times that the loss is deductible. If this were not done, the contractor's 
income would be improperly reduced in one accounting period by, 
say, an amount equivalent to half the total provision for loss and the 
income would be improperly increased in the subsequent accounting 
period, or periods, by the tax effect of the deduction of the loss in that 
period or periods. By providing for the loss "net of taxes," the esti-
mated net loss (i.e., after taxes) is properly reported in the accounting 
period in which the loss is foreseen. 
Loss provisions "net of taxes" presuppose that there is other taxable 
income or "carryback" privileges then available at least to the extent 
of the deductible contract loss. Were this not so the contract loss would 
produce no reduction in income taxes and should not then be recorded 
"net of taxes." It would not be proper accounting to anticipate future 
taxable income and, assuming a "carry forward loss," provide for con-
tract losses "net of taxes." 
In computing the tax effect, the estimated rate should be based on 
rates in force during the period covered by the income statement with 
such changes as can be reasonably anticipated at the time the estimate 
is made. It is, of course, appropriate to consider the tax effect as the 
difference between the tax payable with and without including the loss 
as a reduction of taxable income. All significant income taxes, U. S. 
Federal, foreign, state and local, should be considered in the computa-
tion, and reasonable approximations in round figures will suffice. 
Cost-plus Contracts 
Cost-plus contracts are commonly entered into by contractors. As 
earlier indicated they are employed in a variety of forms such as cost 
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plus a percentage of cost, or cost plus a fixed fee. In the latter circum-
stance, defined costs may be limited and penalties made payable under 
guarantees, such as guaranteed maximum costs (or billings). When 
there are penalties, it is usual to provide as well for incentive or bonus 
payments. 
Under "cost-plus" agreements, contractors usually are reimbursed at 
intervals for their expenditures and, in addition, are paid a specified 
fee. Payments on account of the fees (less "retainage," 10 per cent 
or another amount which is withheld until completion) are made from 
time to time as specified in the agreements, usually subject to the ap-
proval of the client's employees or an agent, such as the architect. In 
most cases the amount of each payment is, as a practical matter, deter-
mined by the ratio of costs incurred to total estimated costs. "Cost-plus" 
agreements often provide that ownership of all material vests in the 
client as soon as the contractor is reimbursed for his expenditures or, 
in some instances, immediately on receipt of the material by the con-
tractor even though not yet paid for. In such instances, the contractor 
has a custodianship responsibility for these materials. Frequently the 
client makes cash advances to provide working funds to the contractor 
and often such sums are applied against the final payment due under 
the contract. 
The selection of a generally accepted accounting method for recog-
nizing income under "cost-plus" type contracts generally parallels that 
mentioned for "fixed-price" contracts. It is thus generally accepted pro-
cedure to accrue revenues and thereby recognize profits on the basis of 
partial performance when total profit can be estimated with reasonable 
accuracy and ultimate realization is reasonably assured. It is acceptable 
to accrue fees as they become billable. When estimates are unreliable 
the "completed-contract" method is preferred to the "percentage-of-
completion" method, as with "fixed-price" contracts. 
Provisions for foreseeable losses, including penalties, guarantees, etc., 
should also be made at the time the loss is indicated. Comments relative 
to such provisions have already been made—see subsection "Provisions 
for Foreseeable Losses, etc." 
One problem peculiar to "cost-plus" contracts is: What amounts 
should be included in revenue accounts—the reimbursable costs and the 
fee, or the fee alone? Some contracts are of a service nature under 
which the contractor acts solely in the capacity of an agent. Such con-
tracts appear to call for inclusion of the "fee" alone in the income state-
ment and, of course, the contractor would not show materials purchased 
and owned by his client among his own assets. In other situations the 
contractor's position is in many respects that of an ordinary principal. 
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For example, he is responsible to employees for salaries and wages, and 
to subcontractors and other creditors for materials and services, and 
the contractor often uses his own facilities in performing his responsi-
bilities under the agreement. In such situations it is proper to include 
reimbursable costs as well as fees in the income statement. In summary, 
then, judgment must be exercised as to which method provides more 
useful information. The terms of each particular agreement, naturally 
influence the decisions. 
Terminated Government and Other Contracts 
For the convenience of the government, contracts may be terminated 
to adjust production for the military services or contractor's clients may 
terminate their contracts for various business reasons. Thus, termination 
has the effect of converting an active contract in process of execution 
into a claim in process of liquidation, or, from an accounting standpoint 
into an account or claim receivable. Under ordinary circumstances, a 
termination claim should be classified as a current asset. Under either 
a fixed-price or cost-plus contract, any remaining profit accrues as of 
the effective date of termination, not at the date of final settlement or 
some intermediate date. It will be observed that, from the viewpoint of 
timing, this accounting parallels recognition of foreseeable losses. The 
profits to be accrued should of course be estimable and realization thereof 
reasonably assured. Full disclosure should be made by footnote if de-
terminate elements or items of known controversial nature exist and 
estimates are not practicable. While the total claim, and particularly 
the profit allowance, is subject to negotiation, termination articles pro-
vide for a formula settlement allowing definite percentages of profit 
based on costs in the event of the failure of negotiations. Such articles 
thus fix a minimum profit allowance. Under most circumstances, a con-
tractor may accrue the minimum profit allowance determined by the 
formula when he is otherwise unable to determine a more appropriate 
profit allowance. 
Items retained by the contractor as scrap or for his own use or for 
resale to outsiders, should be properly valued and deducted from the 
contractor's termination receivable. Such retentions in some instances 
may be of such significance that a contractor may make a so-called 
"no-cost" settlement, in which case no termination claim is made and 
no profit accrues until the future disposition of the retained items. 
The primary basis for properly valuing items retained by a con-
tractor is cost. In principle, cost means the sum of expenditures directly 
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or indirectly incurred in bringing an article to its existing condition and 
location. A departure from this basis of pricing is required, however, 
when the utility of the goods is no longer as great as its cost. Often this 
may be the case to a contractor on the occasion of a termination when 
some items may cease to have any utility value other than as scrap. 
The recognition of a lowering in the utility of goods is generally ac-
complished by stating them at a lower level commonly designated as 
"market." The accounting rule "cost or market whichever is lower" 
provides therefore a means for measuring the residual usefulness of an 
inventory expenditure. The term "market" means current replacement 
cost, by purchase or reproduction. In applying these rules, judgment 
must be exercised and losses should not be recognized unless there is 
clear evidence that a loss has been sustained. For example, replacement 
or reproduction prices would not be appropriate when the estimated 
sales value, reduced by costs of completion and disposal, is lower. 
Furthermore, where the evidence indicates that cost will be recovered 
with an approximate normal profit on sale, no loss should be recognized 
even though replacement or reproduction costs are lower. 
The claims of subcontractors can pose problems in the event of a 
contract termination. Frequently the contractor has no control over 
the filing of subcontractors' claims and may not know their amount 
until some time after the termination date. If the amounts of claims of 
subcontractors are not reasonably determinable, this should be dis-
closed by footnote in the contractor's financial statements. 
There is also the possibility that the contractor may suffer loss 
through his failure to recover the full amount of his liability on sub-
contractors' claims. Foreseeable losses of this character should be 
provided for just as other contract losses are provided for. 
The Institute committee on accounting procedure considered either 
of two alternative methods of presenting subcontractors' claims accep-
table in the financial statements of a contractor since both methods 
meet the test of adequate disclosure. On the one hand, recoverable 
subcontractors' claims may be considered to be in the nature of con-
tingent liabilities with an offsetting contingent asset in the form of the 
termination claim. These offsetting amounts may, as no loss is expected, 
be omitted from the contractor's financial statements and their ex-
istence disclosed by footnote. As another alternative, subcontractors' 
claims may be recorded in the contractor's statement of financial posi-
tion as current liabilities and the amounts recoverable by the contractor 
may be included in his termination claim receivable in such statements. 
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Working Capital 
In August 1947, at the time of issue of Accounting Research Bulletin 
No. 30 on "Working Capital" (now restated as Chapter 3 of Bulletin 
No. 43), the Institute committee observed: (1) that considerable varia-
tion and inconsistency existed with respect to the classification and 
display of current assets and liabilities in financial statements; (2) that 
previous definitions of current assets has tended to be overly concerned 
with whether such assets were immediately realizable; and (3) that 
creditors and others tended to rely more on the ability of debtors to 
pay obligations out of proceeds from current operations and less on 
the debtor's ability to pay in an instance of liquidation. 
Financial statements of contractors (and others) are prepared on 
the "going concern" basis, namely on the assumption that a company 
will continue in business. Usually, the certified public accountant's 
opinion is based on the same assumption. With this in mind the Institute 
committee on accounting procedure departed from a narrow definition 
or strict one-year interpretation of either current assets or liabilities 
and related the criteria of determining current assets or liabilities to 
the operating cycle of the business involved. 
The committee described its concept of the operating cycle as follows: 
The ordinary operations of a business involve a circulation of capital 
within the current asset group. Cash is expended for materials, . . . 
labor, and . . . services, and such expenditures are accumulated as 
. . . costs. These costs . . . are converted into . . . receivables and 
ultimately into cash again. The average time intervening between the 
acquisition of materials or services entering this process and the final 
cash realization constitutes an operating cycle. A one-year time period 
is to be used as a basis for the segregation of current assets in cases 
where there are several operating cycles occurring within a year. How-
ever, where the period of the operating cycle is more than twelve 
months, as in, for instances, the tobacco, distillery, and lumber busi-
nesses, the longer period should be used. Where a particular business 
has no clearly defined operating cycle, the one-year rule should govern. 
The term current liabilities is used principally to designate obligations 
whose liquidation is reasonably expected to require the use of existing 
resources properly classifiable as current assets, or the creation of 
other current liabilities. (Emphasis supplied.) 
With the above concept still in mind the Institute issued, in late 1955, 
Bulletin No. 45. In this bulletin, in discussing both the "percentage-of-
completion" and the "completed-contract" methods, they suggested that 
amounts of costs, billings and income be included in either current assets 
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or current liabilities. (The full statement of the committee is reproduced 
later in this booklet under the subhead "Offsetting or Netting Amounts.") 
Illustration: A moderate-sized plumbing contractor normally engaged 
in residential construction and repair work (for which the contracts are 
usually of only several months duration) would normally, since "there 
are several operating cycles occurring within a year," classify his costs 
and billings as current assets and liabilities under the one-year rule. 
However, if he were functioning as a subcontractor for a large housing 
development, which might take several years to complete the retainage 
would properly be excludable from the current assets of the plumbing 
contractor until its collection could be expected within a one-year 
period. In contrast, the liability to the subcontractor for the retainage 
would be properly classifiable by the general contractor as a current 
liability if that contractor had a normal business cycle of several years 
duration. 
Observance of the philosophy or concept of this bulletin will be seen 
in the published financial statements of large contractors employed on 
such long-term projects as shipbuilding or electric generating station 
construction. Because such contracts have a normal long-term business 
cycle, their costs and billings are properly classifiable as current assets 
or current liabilities. 
Judgment must be exercised to determine, based on the nature of 
the business of the contractor, what the period of his normal operating 
cycle is. Where the contractor tends to specialize in a certain type of 
project his normal business cycle is likely to be clearly defined. On the 
other hand, where his business is diverse and the period for comple-
tion varies markedly, it would appear that the longest period repre-
senting a substantial portion of the business would represent the normal 
operating cycle and all contracts with lesser periods would also fall 
within the working capital classification. 
Questions are sometimes raised about such items as the cash sur-
render value of life insurance. Why isn't it normally shown as a current 
asset? Such insurance is not purchased by a company with the idea of 
cashing it in when the company requires working capital, and it may 
therefore be considered comparable to any other noncurrent asset 
which a company has no intention of selling, but which may be pledged 
as collateral for a loan. The term current assets then is used to designate 
cash and other assets or resources commonly identified as those which 
are reasonably expected to be realized in cash, or sold, or consumed 
during the normal operating cycle of a business. When there are rea-
sonable doubts as to the collectibility of any items in the ordinary 
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operating cycle of a business, such items should be excluded from the 
current asset category. 
Occasionally, the question also arises as to whether a contractor's 
investment in a joint venture is a current asset. Generally speaking (as 
each situation should be judged on the facts of its circumstances), such 
an investment would be classifiable as a current asset if and to the 
extent that the underlying assets of the venture were classed as current 
in the statements applicable to the venture. If the operating cycle of 
the venture does not parallel that of the contractor investor that fact 
should be disclosed. 
Sometimes it is argued that, under the "completed-contract" method, 
the excess of billings over related costs should not be shown as a current 
liability because, at least in part it represents income to the contractor, 
but should be shown as "deferred income." The committee suggested, 
in recommending the selection of a method, that the "completed-
contract" method was preferable only when dependable estimates of 
total costs were lacking or when inherent hazards caused forecasts of 
total costs to be doubtful. When a contractor has adopted the "com-
pleted-contract" method because of a lack of dependable estimates or 
inherent hazards, he can hardly argue in advance of substantial com-
pletion of a contract that "X dollars" represents profit earned to date 
or deferred income. In discussing the "completed-contract" method 
earlier in this booklet, it has been noted that income should be recognized 
on substantial completion of a contract. In such circumstances obvi-
ously the recording of deferred income in the balance sheet would be 
improper. It must be recognized also that while a project is in process, 
a portion or all of the excess of billings over related costs may represent 
advance payments by the contractor's client. The most practical and 
conservative solution, therefore, is to treat such items as liabilities, in 
most cases as current liabilities, until the income on the contract has 
been proved to be realized by substantial completion thereof. 
Contractor's Equipment 
Contractors either own or rent heavy equipment such as trucks, 
graders, cement mixers, scrapers, cranes, power shovels, derricks, air 
compressors, rock drills, pumps, etc. 
When heavy equipment is rented, the accounting is comparatively 
simple. The cost of such equipment is allocated to the particular jobs 
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where it is used on some reasonable basis such as time, mileage, etc. 
Substantial rental commitments should be disclosed in footnotes to a 
contractor's financial statements. When rented equipment is owned by 
an affiliate the rental costs should be separately disclosed and identified. 
Intercompany profits from such rentals should, of course, be eliminated 
in the preparation of consolidated financial statements. 
Vendors of contracting equipment sometimes lease their equipment 
to contractors with an option to purchase at a later date. Such arrange-
ments must be clearly distinguishable from a conditional or outright 
sale of the equipment. Purchase option rentals offer the advantages of 
immediate rental deductions for tax purposes (which can be larger than 
depreciation allowances), smaller immediate outlay of funds, and an 
opportunity to evaluate the equipment under operating conditions. Rental 
amounts paid by the contractor lessee should be recorded as jobs costs 
or expenses. The net amount paid (that is gross price for the equip-
ment less rentals allowed against that price) should, on exercise of the 
purchase option, be capitalized and depreciated over the remaining 
useful life of the equipment. 
Under some circumstances a lease arrangement may represent no 
more than an installment purchase of the equipment. This may be the 
case in the following circumstances: 
1. When the lease is made subject to the purchase of the equipment 
for a nominal sum or for an amount obviously much less than its 
fair value at the time of purchase. 
2. When the lease agreement stipulates that the rentals may be applied 
in part as installments on the purchase price of the equipment. 
3. When the rentals obviously are not comparable with other rentals 
for similar equipment so as to create the presumption that portions 
of such rentals are partial payments under a purchase plan. 
In the above circumstances, it should not be assumed necessarily that 
just because the lessee does not have legal title to the property and does 
not assume any direct mortgage obligation that it would be improper 
to include the equipment among the contractor's assets and to show 
the related indebtedness as a liability. The underlying facts relating to 
all leases such as the above should be very carefully considered and 
where it is clearly evident that the transaction is in substance a purchase, 
the leased equipment should be included among the assets of the 
contractor-lessee with suitable accounting for the corresponding liability 
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and for the related depreciation and interest charges in the contractor's 
income statement. 
Owned fixed assets of contractors are usually recorded at cost and 
classified into three general categories: (1) heavy machinery and equip-
ment, (2) miscellaneous tools and equipment, and (3) trucks and autos. 
When the operating costs of equipment are substantial in amount, it is 
essential for the contractor to maintain an equipment operating cost 
ledger. This record not only supplies information as to the location of 
the equipment but more importantly serves as a basis for allocation of 
costs to specific jobs and by comparisons between similar equipment 
provides information as to relative efficiency and economy of the equip-
ment. Most contractors establish a unit cost of operation for pieces 
of equipment and charge the jobs at these rates. Operating and mainte-
nance costs of miscellaneous small tools and equipment are usually 
charged to overhead accounts rather than specific jobs. However a 
contractor may allocate such costs directly to specific jobs where the 
costs relate to such jobs. 
In establishing operating unit costs for equipment, it is appropriate 
for contractors to apply rates arrived at under the so-called "use rate" 
theory. In applying this theory, the following factors must be considered: 
(1) the cost of the equipment, less estimates of its salvage value, or 
its rental cost if it is not owned equipment, (2) the probable life of the 
equipment, (3) the average idle time during the life or period of hire 
of the equipment, and (4) the costs of operating the equipment—such 
as repairs, storage, insurance, taxes, etc. From these factors, rates per 
hour, day or week, etc., may be arrived at, which, based on the reported 
use of the equipment, will serve as a basis for charging the jobs on 
which the equipment is being used. Since the early 1920's, the Asso-
ciated General Contractors of America have made frequent studies of 
the operating costs of various types of equipment on construction work 
and they have issued schedules of rates. 
The word depreciation is an outstanding example of a term which 
has a specialized meaning in its accounting senses, and has other 
meanings to engineers and economists as well as in common English 
usage. The Institute committee on terminology recognized the obliga-
tion of the accounting profession to clarify the meaning of this word 
as used in the art of accounting. After long consideration this committee 
formulated the following definition and comments which were issued as 
Bulletin No. 20 in November 1943 (later reconfirmed and reissued in 
August 1953 together with other definitions as Terminology Bulletin 
No. 1): 
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Depreciation accounting is a system of accounting which aims to dis-
tribute the cost or other basic value of tangible capital assets, less 
salvage (if any), over the estimated useful life of the unit (which may 
be a group of assets) in a systematic and rational manner. It is a 
process of allocation not of valuation. Depreciation for the year is the 
portion of the total charge under such a system that is allocated to the 
year. Although the allocation may properly take into account occur-
rences during the year, it is not intended to be a measurement of the 
effect of all such occurrences. 
Reference to and careful consideration of the above definition will 
help resolve depreciation problems in connection with contractor's 
equipment. Often contractors purchase equipment for a specific job, 
and on completion of that job, dispose of the equipment, rather than 
retain it for future work. In these circumstances the useful life of the 
equipment to the contractor, and therefore the accounting period for 
depreciation allocation is the term of the job—say two years—and not 
the physical life of the equipment which may be ten years. The amount 
to be depreciated should be its total cost less its estimated salvage value 
at time of disposal. 
A number of methods for allocating depreciation have come into 
use over the years, the most common of which is the so-called straight-
line method under which the cost, less salvage value, is equally allocated 
over the estimated useful life of the equipment. Although such methods 
as the "declining-balance" and "sum-of-the-years' digits" had a long 
history of prior use in England and other countries, their specific recog-
nition for income tax purposes in the United States suggested their partic-
ular consideration by the accounting profession in this country. The In-
stitute committee on accounting procedure in October 1954 as Bulletin 
No. 44 (superceded by a revised Bulletin No. 44 in July 1958) stated 
that such methods met the defined requirements of being "systematic 
and rational," and then concluded as follows: 
In those cases where the expected productivity or revenue-earning 
power of the asset is relatively greater during the earlier years of its 
life, or where maintenance charges tend to increase during the later 
years, the declining-balance (or sum-of-the-years' digits) method may 
well provide the most satisfactory allocation of cost. 
The revised bulletin recommends that when either of these accelerated 
methods is used for income tax purposes but not for financial accounting 
and the amounts are material, that accounting recognition should be 
given to deferred (i.e., postponed) income taxes. The further suggestion 
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is made that the tax deferred amounts should not be recognized as a 
liability but rather as additional amortization or depreciation applicable 
(and deductible) to such assets where it is reasonably presumed that 
the accumulative difference between financial and taxable income will 
continue for a long or indefinite period. 
It may be desirable in some circumstances to supplement a contrac-
tor's financial statements with a footnote explaining the depreciation 
policies observed. 
One can hardly refer to the general subjects of equipment costs and 
depreciation accounting without mentioning the accounting profession's 
point of view toward inflation and its impact on capital assets. Certainly 
the general effects of inflation on construction costs in recent years have 
made this subject a day-to-day problem in the contracting business. 
Observing that this matter is one of continuing importance, the 
Institute committee has formally considered the subject on three occa-
sions in recent years—December 1947, October 1948 and June 1953. 
The committee concluded on each of these occasions that no basic 
change in the accounting treatment of depreciation of plant and equip-
ment was practicable or desirable under present conditions to meet the 
problem created by the decline in the purchasing power of the dollar. 
The committee did however support the use, where appropriate, of 
supplementary financial schedules, explanations or footnotes as a means 
of informing stockholders, employees and the general public of a busi-
ness need to retain, out of profits, amounts sufficient to replace produc-
tive facilities at current prices if it were to stay in business. 
Form and Content of Financial Statements 
Comparative Statements 
The presentation of comparative financial statements in annual and 
other reports emphasizes that statements for a series of periods are 
more significant than for one period and, thereby, enhance the usefulness 
of such reports by bringing out more clearly the nature and trends of 
current changes affecting the contractor. It is, of course, necessary that 
prior-year amounts—which are shown for comparative purposes—be, in 
fact, comparable with those for the most recent period, or that any 
exceptions to comparability or changes which have occurred in the 
manner of, or basis for, presenting corresponding items be disclosed 
and explained. When it is appropriate, such prior-year amounts should 
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be expressed in a manner that affords some means of comparison. 
Many segments of the business of contracting are unusually hazardous 
and do not have the element common to most manufacturing enterprises 
of similar production. When the contractor's services change in nature 
or size, the comparability of the financial statements may be less sig-
nificant. In such circumstances, it is more important to disclose and 
thereby distinguish changes in the business by separately labeling items 
in the financial statements, thus drawing them to the attention of the 
reader. 
Cash Basis vs. Accrual Basis Accounting 
Although the cash basis for recording financial transactions is accep-
table for some reportings, it is not acceptable for financial statements 
which purport to present financial position or results of operations when 
the cash basis accounting practices produce results which are materially 
at variance with those customarily followed in preparing accrual basis 
statements. Ordinarily the accrual basis is the only generally accepted 
basis for contractors' financial statements. When, however, contractors' 
statements are prepared entirely or substantially on a cash basis, this 
fact should be disclosed in the statements or in their footnotes. The 
statements or footnotes thereto should also indicate clearly the general 
nature of any material items omitted (such as accounts receivable 
and payable) and the net effect of such omissions on the statements. 
Similar standards of disclosure should apply to such statements when 
prepared on a modified accrual basis. 
Offsetting or Netting Amounts 
It is a basic general principle of accounting that the offsetting of 
assets and liabilities in statements of financial position (or balance 
sheets) is improper except where a right of set-off exists. Thus the net 
debit balances for certain contracts should not ordinarily be offset 
against net credit balances relating to others, unless the offsetting bal-
ances relate to the same client of the contractor. A strict legalistic inter-
pretation of the words, "the same client," is not intended here. Thus, 
where there is a close relationship, as in the case of contracts which 
are parts of the same project, the group may be treated as a unit in 
offsetting net debit and credit balances for statement presentation 
purposes. 
The Institute's committee on accounting procedure recognized the 
basic accounting principle of offsetting as described above when it dealt 
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with the two accepted methods of accounting for long-term construction-
type contracts. Thus, in discussing the "percentage-of-completion" meth-
od, the bulletin states: 
. . . current assets may include costs and recognized income not yet 
billed, with respect to certain contracts; and liabilities, in most cases 
current liabilities, may include billings in excess of costs and recognized 
income with respect to other contracts. 
And, in commenting on the "completed-contract" method, the bulletin 
states: 
. . . an excess of accumulated costs over related billings should be 
shown in the balance sheet as a current asset, and an excess of accumu-
lated billings over related costs should be shown among the liabilities, 
in most cases as a current liability. 
Reaffirmation of the theory of offset is to be found in the further state-
ment by the committee relative to the "completed-contract" method as 
follows: 
If the costs exceed billings on some contracts, and billings exceed costs 
on others, the contracts should ordinarily be segregated so that the 
figures on the asset side include only those contracts on which costs 
exceed billings, and those on the liability side include only those on 
which billings exceed costs. 
The Institute committee undoubtedly considered the theory of offset to 
be equally applicable to the "percentage-of-completion" method, but 
probably did not specifically use language paralleling that which is 
quoted above relative to the "completed-contract" method, as such a 
statement would be redundant. 
The above quotations from Accounting Research Bulletin No. 45 
do not indicate, through the suggested mechanics of segregating con-
tracts that are classifiable as current assets from those that are current 
liabilities, whether billings and related costs should be presented sepa-
rately or combined (or netted). As separate disclosure in comparative 
statements can be informative of the status of dollar volume of billings 
and costs (but not an indication of future profit or loss thereon), this 
reporting practice is believed to be preferable. In addition, grantors of 
credit, such as banks and insurance companies have expressed preference 
for separate disclosure. This may be accomplished through "short ex-
tension" of the amounts on the statement of financial position or dis-
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closure in the notes to the financial statements. Thus, under the 
"percentage-of-completion" method, the current assets may disclose sepa-
rately total costs and total recognized income not yet billed with re-
spect to certain contracts; and current liabilities may disclose separately 
total billings and total costs and recognized income with respect to other 
contracts. The separate disclosure of revenue and costs in statements 
of income is, of course, generally accepted. Only through comparable 
presentation of such data in the statement of financial position can the 
reader adequately evaluate the contractor's comparative position. 
An advance received on a "cost-plus" contract is usually not offset 
unless it is definitely regarded as a payment on account of work-in-
progress, in which event it will be shown as a deduction from the related 
asset. Advance amounts offset should, of course, be disclosed. Such 
advances generally are made for the purpose of providing a revolving 
fund and are not usually applied as a partial payment until the contract 
is nearly or fully completed. However, when a terminated government 
contract is one on which advance payments had previously been received, 
the financial statements of the contractor issued before collection of the 
claim should ordinarily reflect any balance of those advances disclosed 
as deductions from the claim receivable. 
The Institute committee recommends that provision be made for the 
loss on a contract when current estimates indicate expected losses. 
(Commented on earlier under the subheading "Provision for Foreseeable 
Losses, etc.".) The total provision for such losses, which might be 
termed "estimated loss on uncompleted contracts," should be disclosed 
in the statement of financial position or notes thereto and not "netted" 
without disclosure. Such allowances should be shown in total as reduc-
tions of those contract costs includable in current assets or additions to 
those includable in current liabilities. An allowance for loss may, of 
course, change a contract which would otherwise be includable in cur-
rent assets to one includable in current liabilities, since it represents costs 
for which the contractor will not be reimbursed. 
Disclosure of Accounting Basis for Recording Income 
The selection of a method of accounting for income by contractors 
has been commented on, and it was observed that it may be appropriate 
in some circumstances to select and use both accepted methods. Specific 
disclosure of the method which is used should be made either in a foot-
note or in the terminology employed in the financial statements. An 
indication such as "accrual basis" is not sufficient disclosure as both 
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the "percentage-of-completion" and "completed-contract" methods use 
accrual basis accounting. Disclosure of the use of the "completed-
contract" method is sufficiently self-explanatory. However, a statement 
that the "percentage-of-completion" method has been used without an 
indication of how this method is employed would not seem to be a 
sufficient disclosure as in practice this method is applied in a variety of 
ways, some of which tend to be less reliable than others. When the 
"percentage-of-completion" method is used, then the financial statements 
should include a note. Example: 
The company records profits or losses on its long-term contracts 
through estimates on the percentage-of-completion basis. The basis on 
which such profits or losses are recorded prior to completion is, when 
progress thereon reaches a point where experience is believed to be 
sufficient to establish estimates reasonably indicative of final results 
(such point is in no case less than 25 per cent of completion), to accrue 
as an estimated ultimate loss, the full amount thereof, and as to an 
estimated profit, that portion which is deemed allocable, on the basis of 
engineers' estimates of the percentage-of-completion, to expenditures 
incurred and work performed. Income from short-term contracts is 
recorded on substantial completion of each contract. 
The most acceptable methods for recording income are likely to 
differ under the two basic types of contracts (namely, cost-plus, in its 
variety of forms, such as "cost-plus percentage of cost," "cost-plus fixed 
fee," these with or without "guaranteed maximum billings"—and fixed 
price or "lump sum"). Therefore, it is usually desirable not only to 
segregate total amounts relating to each type of contract in the financial 
statements, but to indicate the methods adopted for recording income 
thereon. 
Supplemental Financial Information and Other Desirable Disclosures 
Mention has been made of the desirability of disclosing the following 
matters in the financial statements of a contractor: 
Existence of renegotiation refunds, termination claims and claims of 
subcontractors; the nature of changes in a contractor's business; utiliza-
tion of cash, rather than accrual, basis of accounting; amounts provided 
for contract losses; method of income realization, supplemental infor-
mation on joint venture operations; amounts of intercompany transac-
tions; amounts of rental commitments; depreciation policies; etc. 
Disclosure should also be made of such additional matters as unusual 
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labor agreements; material purchase or sale commitments; hypothecated 
assets; loan agreement restrictions; and penalty or guarantee provisions 
of construction contracts. In addition to the required disclosures men-
tioned above, it is most informative to supplement a contractor's regular 
financial statements with information of a statistical nature on movement 
of contracts. Such information can take the form of indicating the total 
amount of contracts in progress at the beginning of the year, new 
contracts entered into during the year, contracts completed during the 
year and total amount of contracts in progress at the end of the year. 
It is helpful to have this information in a comparative form. It is also 
desirable, in some instances to disclose the constituent parts of such 
information; for example, to show different classes of projects on which 
the contractor is engaged, or separate listings of domestic and foreign 
operations, etc. It should be noted that supplementary information of 
this nature is very much desired by credit grantors. 
Forms issued by grantors of credit, including surety companies, and 
many state road and highway departments often require further details 
of certain financial information. Observance of the accounting principles 
herein reviewed and the suggested form and content of a contractor's 
financial statements should result in a fair presentation of his position 
and results of operations. However, the contractor and his accountant 
should acquaint themselves with the requirements called for by the 
forms above mentioned and be prepared to supply the necessary sup-
porting details. 
Joint Ventures 
As a means of spreading risks and pooling financial resources and 
skills for certain jobs, it is common for contractors to join forces 
through the use of a joint venture, a form of partnership. The members 
of the joint venture may be either sole proprietorships, partnerships, or 
corporations, but the joint venture itself is a separate business entity 
for which separate accounts are usually kept. Each member of the joint 
venture usually contributes capital and may have accounts receivable 
from the joint venture for equipment rentals, engineering, architectural 
or other services, sales of material and other items. It is also common 
for the participants to bill the joint venture for interest on capital invest-
ed, accounting and other overhead expenses incurred on behalf of the 
joint venture. The methods for reimbursing and compensating the 
participants are usually provided for in the joint venture agreement. 
The investment of a contractor member in a joint venture as well as 
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receivables from the joint venture should be separately disclosed in his 
financial statements if these items are material in amount. It is sometimes 
possible to separate the investment in a joint venture and receivables 
therefrom into current and noncurrent portions based upon the under-
lying assets of the joint venture (see comments in section "Working 
Capital"). The contractor's share of joint venture earnings should be 
shown separately in the income statement of the contractor. It is not 
common to record the proportionate share of billings and costs applicable 
to joint venture operations in the financial statements of individual 
members. 
The joint venture should make its own election as to the method of 
recording income on its construction contracts, and this method can 
differ from the methods used by members of the joint venture in their 
financial statements. The approach to the selection of a method for 
recording income of a joint venture should be the same as that for 
recording income under contracts (see subheading "Selection of an 
Accounting Method"). Each member of the joint venture may record 
his share in the income or losses of the joint venture for the fiscal year 
of the joint venture ending in the fiscal year of the member. However, 
members may elect to record income or losses of the joint venture as 
reports on joint venture operations are received. 
If the venture income or investment is financially significant with 
respect to the contractor's own operations, it is preferable to include 
the separate financial statements of the venture with the financial state-
ments of the contractor. The venture financial statements should, of 
course, disclose the method of recording income and the other matters 
referred to in the preceding subsection. If separate financial statements 
are not provided, it is generally advisable to set forth in a footnote to 
the contractor's financial statements a summary of the assets and lia-
bilities of the joint venture if the investment in the joint venture is 
material. 
Conclusion 
The development of accounting principles over recent years has logi-
cally led to a demand for a larger degree of uniformity. A definition of 
the word "uniformity" suggests similar treatment of the same item oc-
curring in many cases. In this sense the risk is run of concealing im-
portant differences among cases. 
As mentioned early in this booklet, the accounting profession has 
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been and is aware of divergencies in accounting. It also acknowledges 
that diversity of practice will continue as new practices are adopted 
before the old ones are discarded completely. It is hoped that the 
assembly in this booklet of the profession's present concepts of ac-
counting principles for contractors will limit existing areas of difference 
in accounting practices, contribute to a better understanding of such 
principles, and result in improved presentations of financial statements 
of contractors. 
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